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“It” vs. “Thou”



“Ancient people lived in nature, they used myth to comprehend what 
was going on around them in the world by giving the natural world 
human characteristics.  They believed that the gods were performing 
an act of nature on them.  These myths of the Gods were reality to 
ancient people.” 
-David Winterton
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Sebastian le Preste de Vauban 
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Alchemical Plants



Instrumentalized Industrial Technology



Sustainability



Donald Kunze



“By nature’s standards, sustainability must claim a monopoly of belief: 
as a “belief” it cannot admit an opposite belief is equally valid. It’s 
often the case that a good idea is not an idea at all but simply a way of 
seeing the world that excludes others by appearing to have an 
unquestionable rational basis.  In a sense it is more accurate to say that 
reasons emanate from conclusions and not the other way around. For 
this reason, sustainability should be regarded technically as fantasy.  
This is not intended to diminish sustainability as a topic or to detract 
from the compelling reasons for sustainability.  Fantasy is a means of 
stabilizing discourse.  There is instability in discourse that must be 
settled by fantasy because of anxiety.  Anxiety in the sense that you 
know something is wrong, but it is misleading.  This is where fantasy 
comes into the situation to compensate for anxiety’s inability to speak 
directly.”
-Donald Kunze



SUV Dirty Fantasy



Jaws



Sustenance





Garden of Eden



“Climate change, resource shortages, and geo-political inequities are 
not illusions, but are the terms to frame and define complex issues we 
are dealing with.  Sustainability fills the role of “master signifier.”  
Sustainability, as an argument for duration, is the classic form of the 
circular drive: an aim that purposefully keeps its goal empty in order to 
sustain its motion.  There is no ideal that sustainability seeks, but this 
lack provides the plenum of structure that connects narrative 
traditions, foundation traditions and modern practices based on 
contemporary anxieties, being climate change resource shortages and 
geo-political inequities.” 
-Donald Kunze
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Site
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